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(54) Title: A PROCESS OF MAKING RETRO-REFLECTIVE MATERIAL

An example of fashion garment made by the proposed invention as base fabric

Note: Figure shows the proposed material applied onto a fashion garment. The reflective materials are showing at collar, top-shoulders, under-arm and sides, and lower-rim.

(57) Abstract: A process of making a micro glass beaded retro-reflective material comprising micro glass beads lenses, which is partially embedded in graphic matrixes of binding material. The pre-fixed rotating axes of the micro glass beads lenses lie at varying angles to the general plane of the graphic matrix to achieve uniform visibility in broad range of entrance and observation angles. The gaps between the graphic matrixes [matrices is used in textbooks, matrixes is okay] allow the permeability of the base material to resumes its function (i.e., breathable of the fabric), maintaining the flexibility (i.e., softness and rigiditv of the fabric), and the color of the base materials.
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